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NETWORK MONITORING WITH FOCUS ON HTTP 

1 Introduction 

Starting out with the invention of the popular local area network Ethernet at 

Xerox PARC in the early 1970s, continuing through the development of the internet-

working (or Internet) protocols IP, TCP and UDP around 1980, and culminating in the 

introduction of the World Wide Web (WWW) in the beginning of the 1990s, networking 

has become one of the most prominent paradigms of our time. To underline this, statis

tics [Gro98] suggest an exponential growth for both the Internet and the WWW from 

their beginnings until today. Keywords associated with networking are synergy, coop

eration, communication and the information highway. 

The quick spread of the usage of networking posed a major challenge to the re

search in the area. Consequently, research efforts targeted the physical transmission 

lines, the interfaces between computers and networks as well as the networking protocols 

and their implementation. As a result, the bandwidth of networks has increased tremen

dously from a few kb/s to some Gb/s. Network interfaces have become faster and more 

efficient protocol implementations have reduced the processing time for the transmission 

and reception of network messages. 

Despite the aforementioned improvements, there is still a lot of research to be 

done. One part thereof is the examination of the impact of the WWW and its usage on 

the existing network infrastructure. There have been studies done concerning WWW 

server workloads, e.g. [AW96], as well as studies that have evaluated network traces 

[KP96, Mog91, Mog95a,13]. J. However, the exponential growth of the WWW and con
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stantly changing usage of the Internet may have rendered those studies obsolete. There

fore, a new evaluation of the share of Internet traffic on a typical academic LAN seemed 

appropriate. Moreover, the interest was placed on how the various types of WWW appli

cations, such as text, pictures or audio files, are distributed and how they affect the over

all network traffic. 

This thesis targets these issues. Inspired by the catchword "multimedia", the 

main goals of the thesis were to investigate the extent of traffic on typical academic and 

office environments that can be classified as multimedia data and how to possibly im

prove the network performance for this kind of traffic. Furthermore, the study aimed to 

investigate whether previous studies concerning non-HTTP traffic were still up-to-date. 

The remainder of the thesis presents the results of the research efforts. It is or

ganized as follows. Chapter 2 gives the background information on networking that is 

necessary to understand the remainder of the thesis. The devices and tools that were em

ployed to monitor the departmental network are introduced in Chapter 3. The results of 

the performed network measurements are presented in Chapter 4. Finally, Chapter 5 

draws conclusions and addresses future work to be done in the area. 
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2 Background Information on Networking 

This chapter provides the background information on TCP/IP networking, the 

software and hardware involved, and on-going research in the networking area. Section 

2.1 starts out by describing the basics of networks, followed by Section 2.2 that intro

duces some common LAN technologies. The basic network interface design is presented 

in Section 2.3, then the architecture of the TCP/IP protocol suite is explained in Section 

2.4. The subsequent Sections 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7 give an overview on how the TCP/IP pro

tocol suite is implemented, point out the critical points of the implementation and present 

several improvements that current research suggests. Section 2.8 presents the HTTP 

protocol, and finally Section 2.9 introduces the concept of lightweight protocols and 

shows different examples. 

2.1 THE BASICS OF NETWORKS 

Networking hardware connects several nodes (or workstations) together to form a 

net. Depending on the relative distance of the nodes, the network is called Local Area 

Network (LAN) for networks spanning a department, or Wide Area Network (WAN) for 

networks connecting nodes over arbitrary distances. With the increasing attention paid to 

parallel processing in recent years, nodes that are tightly coupled have evolved to form a 

so-called Massively Parallel Processor (MOM). The term "tightly coupled" refers to the 

fact that the nodes are connected by a custom interconnection network, and each node 

hosts some part of the total RAM memory. 
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Processor 

L2 Cache 

Memory Bus 

I/O-
Bridge 

MM I/O Bus 

1/0
NI Secondary

Device Storage 

LAN 

Figure 2.1 Symmetric Multiprocessor (SMP) 

Another approach to networking is connecting only processors by themselves to

gether over a bus with a common Main Memory (MM) and 1/0 system to form a Sym

metric Multiprocessor (SMP), see Figure 2.1. 

The topology, i.e., the layout, of a net can vary; e.g., a star topology, point-to

point connections, a ring topology, etc. Figure 2.2 shows several examples. The choice 

of a network technology often prescribes the topology that has to be employed. 

Star Topology Ring Topology Point-to-Point Links 

Figure 2.2 Network Topologies 
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Another trait of a network is constituted by the way the signals are physically 

transmitted. The transmission can be either electrical, as is the case for an Ethernet, or 

optical, as for an FDDI network. 

A final category that is worth mentioning is whether the network is connection-

oriented or connectionless. Connection-oriented means that all packets are delivered to 

the destination endpoint in the same order as they were sent off by the source endpoint. 

Additionally, connection-oriented can imply that specific time constraints for the trans

mission and arrival time of the packets are met. A connectionless network, however, 

does not guarantee in-order-delivery, and timing constraints cannot be met. Neverthe

less, connectionless networks have the major advantage of more flexibility. If a link is 

interrupted or congested, packets can be dynamically routed over other links, provided 

there is more than one link in the network that is able to deliver the packet towards the 

final destination. Connection-oriented networks often are circuit-switched, which denotes 

that for each communication, a dedicated connection (or circuit) is formed between the 

two endpoints. On the other hand, connectionless networks are often packet-switched 

networks, where the nodes are connected by point-to-point links and packets are for

warded from node to node on an arbitrary route until they reach their destination node. 

Intermediate nodes that merely forward packets are called routers. 

Computers are connected to the network via a Network Interface (NI). In order to 

send a message, a computer stores the message in NI memory. The NI in turn appends 

suitable headers and trailers to build a frame or Protocol Data Unit (PDU) and injects it 

into the network over an adapter. Upon receipt of a message from the network, the NI 

strips off header and trailer and has it consumed by a receiving process. The NI can be 
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attached to a multitude of places within a computer; e.g., to the I/O bus, the memory bus, 

different cache buses, or the processor registers. 

2.2 LAN TECHNOLOGIES 

LANs are interconnection networks that are generally inexpensive, highly scal

able and reusable. They can connect an arbitrary number of hosts with the network inter

faces attached to I/O buses such as the PCI bus. The attractivity of I/O buses lies in their 

standardization which makes it easy for third party vendors to develop peripheral de

vices. However, I/O buses suffer from substantially lower bandwidth than buses closer 

to the processor, e.g., the memory bus. This performance disadvantage is sought to be 

alleviated by using technologies such as Direct Memory Access (DMA) where, after an 

initial setup by the Operating System (OS), a DMA engine within the NI independently 

performs the copying of the received message into main memory. The subsequent sub

sections present the LAN technologies of Ethernet, FDDI and ATM and explain the con

cept of SANs. 

2.2.1 Ethernet 

Ethernet is probably the most commonly used LAN. The IEEE 802.3 standard 

specifies the physical layer and the Media Access Control (MAC) sublayer of several 

versions, with the most popular version being 10BASE-T Ethernet. Ethernet is a bus net

work, meaning that a single cable, which can be a coaxial cable, twisted pair, or fiber op

tic, connects multiple computers together. The MAC protocol used is Carrier Sense 
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Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA-CD). CSMA-CD requires that a node 

wanting to send a message must "listen" to the network to detect if another node is al

ready sending a message. The node starts to send a message only when the network is 

not busy. If two nodes start sending a message at the same time, the collision is detected 

and both nodes wait a time specified by the exponential backoff algorithm before they 

retransmit the message. 

The structure of an Ethernet frame is depicted by Figure 2.3. The first 7 Bytes 

constitute the preamble (PRE) that is used to synchronize the receiver with the sender, 

followed by a Start Frame Delimiter (SFD) that indicates the start of the frame. The next 

two 6-byte segments represent the Destination and the Source Addresses (DA and SA), 

followed by 2 Bytes specifying the length of the data portion (LEN). The data portion 

can vary from 50 to 1504 Bytes. A 4-byte Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) concludes 

the frame. 

7 1 6 6 2 50 to 1504 4 Bytes 

r
PRE g DA SA tz Frame Data CRCZ

Figure 2.3 Ethernet Frame 

The version name 10BASE-T indicates a 10Mb/s bandwidth of the network. 

Triggered by an increased demand for network performance, a 100BASE-T Fast Ethernet 

specification was developed and approved in 1995 that increased the bandwidth by a 

factor of ten, i.e., 100Mb/s. For better compatibility with the previous versions, all fea

tures, such as frame structure and MAC, basically remain the same. 
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2.2.2 FDDI
 

Defined by an ANSI standard, FDDI stands for Fiber Distributed Data Interface 

and consists of a dual ring fiber network with a bandwidth of 100Mb/s. The MAC proto

col uses a token passing mechanism and thus guarantees an upper limit on the media ac

cess time. The greatest advantages of FDDI over Ethernet are the larger number of 

nodes that can be connected together as well as the much wider distances between nodes 

due to the optical transmission. Figure 2.4 shows a FDDI frame, where a symbol con

sists of 4 data bits or one of 8 control symbols. 

4 or 1216 >=0 8 1 Symbols 

PA SD FC DA SA Information CRC ED FS 

Figure 2.4 FDDI Frame 

The fields signify from left to right the PreAmble (PA), a Starting Delimiter 

(SD), Frame Control (FC), the Destination Address (DA) and the Source Address (SA), 

the Information, the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC), an Ending Delimiter (ED) and 

the Frame Status (FS). 

2.2.3 ATM 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is a connection-oriented cell network de

fined by CCITT (International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee). 

Originally designed as a new kind of fast telephone network, ATM is also available as a 
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LAN technology with a bandwidth of typically 155Mb/s [WBE97b]. The header of an 

ATM cell at the User-Network Interface (UNI) is shown in Figure 2.5. 

4 8 16 3 1 8 Bits 

GFC VPI VCI PTI rn 
CRC 

ro 

Figure 2.5 ATM Header at the User-Network Interface (UNI) 

The header size is 5 Bytes and comprises a Generic Flow Control (GFC) field, a 

Virtual Path Indentifier (VPI), a Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI), a Payload Type (PTI) 

field, a Cell Loss Priority (CLP) bit and a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). VPI and 

VCI together uniquely describe a connection. This header is followed by a 48-byte data 

field. In order to efficiently package the various higher level data structures, such as da

tagrams, video signals or voice samples, into the 48-byte data field of an ATM cell, sev

eral ATM Adaption Layers (AALs) were developed. Apart from the original four, AAL1 

to AAL4, AAL5 was developed somewhat later with the goals of efficiency, simplicity 

and similarity to Ethernet and FDDI. All cells that belong to the same message indicate 

the usage of the AAL5 by one bit in the PTI field of the ATM header. The 48-byte data 

field is filled with the message data, except for the last cell of the message. The latter 

includes an 8-byte trailer that contains a CRC check and padding zeroes, if necessary. 

2.2.4 System Area Networks (SANs) 

Recently, a new kind of network has emerged, System Area Networks (SANs). 

This term was originally coined by Bell [Be195], and later more specifically defined by 
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Mukherjee and Hill in [MH97a, MH97b]. Ten years ago, LANs such as the 10Mb/s 

Ethernet were more than sufficient for networking. Since the processor speed has grown 

exponentially in the last decade [HP96], network applications such as the Network File 

System (NFS) [Sun89] have grown increasingly popular. Moreover, as parallel process

ing grows out of its infancy, the high latency of LANs (100-1,000 of microseconds) and 

limited bandwidth (10-200 Mb/s) have become a bottleneck for high performance com

munication between computing nodes. SANs try to alleviate this problem by combining 

the advantages of LANs, such as scalability and standardization, with very high perform

ance. Latencies in the order of tens of microseconds and bandwidths of some Gb/s, as 

well as low error rates bring SANs close to the speed and reliability of memory buses. 

The area covered by a SAN can be anywhere from merely connecting MPPs to a whole 

campus. In the case of MPPs, this performance is achieved by a design similar to a 

memory bus, otherwise the performance stems from the special hardware that is simply 

better than a conventional LAN hardware. 

An example of a SAN is the Myrinet [BCF+95], developed by Myricom, Inc. It 

is comprised of point-to-point, full-duplex links connecting hosts and switches in arbi

trary configuration for good scalability. The links are made of twisted pairs. They pro

vide built-in flow control in that the receiver sends back the control symbols STOP or 

GO to the sender. The number of ports provided by a Myrinet switch varies from 4 to 

32. The switches employ blocking-cut-through wormhole routing [NM91] as in the Intel 

Paragon with a worst-case latency of 550ns of an 8-port switch. The full-duplex links 

offer a bandwidth of 640Mb/s in each direction. If Myrinet is to be compared to a LAN 

without full-duplex links, the total of 1.28Gb/s for both directions has to be considered. 
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Port number 

Port number 
Myrinet Header 
(variable length) 

Packet type 

Payload 

Payload 
(arbitrary length) 

Payload 

CRC 

GAP 
Myrinet Trailer 

Figure 2.6 Structure of a Myrinet Packet 

Figure 2.6 depicts the structure of a Myrinet packet. The packets can have an ar

bitrary length. The header contains one byte per switch that has to be passed. These 

bytes contain the outgoing port number at their respective switch and are popped off after 

passing the switch. Furthermore, the header contains a type-information byte. A trailer 

follows the packet containing an 8-bit CRC and a GAP control symbol marking the end 

of the packet. 

The host interface connects to the I/O bus of the workstation and features a so-

called LANai chip which includes 256KB of SRAM, a processor executing the Myrinet 

Control Program (MCP), a DMA engine plus the external interface to the network. The 

software is composed of the MCP, a device driver and the host software providing both a 

standard TCP/IP and UDP/IP interface as well as a Myrinet Application Programming 

Interface (API) with enhanced performance. 
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2.3 NETWORK INTERFACES 

As mentioned earlier, Ms are the mediators between a node and a network. This 

section presents the conventional design of Ms and several new approaches taken by on

going research. 

Processor 

Cache 

Memory Bus 

1/0
Bridge 

MM 1/0 Bus 

I/0
Secondary

Device Storage 

Network Interface 

Control Registers 

Data 
Status Registers

Buffer 

DMA Processor 
Engine 

Network Adapter 

LAN 

Figure 2.7 Conventional Network Interface 
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2.3.1 Conventional Design 

A conventional NI, shown in Figure 2.7, is connected to a workstation via the 

I/O bus. I/O buses are standardized and thus provide the opportunity for third party ven

dors to develop products for a large range of computer models and over multiple genera

tions of computers. Examples for such bus standards are the PCI-Bus for PCs or the 

SBus for UltraSPARC workstations. A NI is connected to the network by an adapter that 

actually injects the messages into the network after adding a CRC check and a network 

specific framing. Inside, a NI contains a data buffer to store messages retrieved from the 

network or sent by a processor, control registers to pass commands to the NI, and status 

registers that indicate for example whether a message was received. There are two ways 

to indicate a message arrival. In the first one, the NI sets its status registers appropri

ately, and then waits for a consumer process to poll them. Another way is to interrupt 

the processor, which in turn runs an interrupt handler that retrieves the message from the 

NI into the main memory. 

In order to reduce the processor involvement as much as possible, DMA data 

transfer is widely used. In that case, the NI also contains a DMA engine. The initiation 

of DMA requires the OS (and thus the CPU), which provides the DMA engine on the NI 

with the physical addresses of source and destination as well as the data size. The DMA 

engine then transfers the data from source to destination by itself. 
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2.3.2 Recent Research 

Since DMA involves the processor and therefore steals computing power, the 

next logical step is to examine the use of a separate co-processor to handle all the com

munication. Several systems have been built or proposed with commodity or custom 

communication processors. Intel Paragon is an example that uses a commodity processor 

for communication [Hwa93]. Each node in the Paragon is a dual-processor SMP with 

one processor dedicated to computing and the other one for communication. 

Another example is the StarT-Voyager Cluster area network developed at MIT 

[ACRA96]. Each StarT-Voyager node is a commercial PowerPC 604-based SMP where 

one processor card is substituted by a Network Endpoint Subsystem (NES) card. Thus, 

the NES with its embedded service processor (sP) is located on the application proces

sor's (aP' s) cache coherent memory bus. The sP consists of a PowerPC 604 processor, a 

memory controller and a DRAM. Its task is basically to service remote memory refer

ences of the aP and incoming memory requests from the network. 

A further approach for achieving higher bandwidth and lower communication la

tency is moving the NI closer to the processor. The I/O bus is separated from the proces

sor by the cache hierarchy, and the memory bus which in turn is connected to the I/O bus 

by an I/O bridge. Since both the memory bus and the I/0 bus are each generally shared 

between multiple bus masters, contention adds to the latency when bus utilization is high. 

Furthermore, the I/O bus performance tremendously lags behind the memory bus per

formance. For example, a current 32-bit PCI bus with 33MHz clock rate provides ap

proximately 111MB/s of bandwidth [HP96], compared with SUN' s UltraGigaplane 

memory bus that offers 2.6GB/s [SBC+96]. For these reasons, the Monsoon dataflow 
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processor [AAC95] places the NI in the processor core, whereas a cache bus is chosen by 

the MIT Alewife [ABC+95] (L1 cache) and the StartT-NG design [CAG+95] (L2 cache). 

Nevertheless, it seems more viable to place the NI on the memory bus. The processor 

core and the cache bus approaches make the NI extremely dependent on the actual speci

fications of the processor core or the cache interface, which are prone to change, between 

product generations, or are not disclosed at all by the processor manufacturer. The mem

ory bus therefore seems to be an adequate compromise between performance and reus

ability, provided that the manufacturer offers a bus standard open to third party vendors. 

2.4 THE TCP/IP PROTOCOL SUITE 

The TCP/IP protocol suite is designed for providing a connection-oriented, reli

able byte-stream service, with the endpoints of the connection being anywhere from be

ing on the same LAN or even on the same host to half way around the world. In the lat

ter case, the hosts are connected over an arbitrary number of networks that are them

selves interconnected to form a so-called Internetwork or short Internet. The types of 

these interconnected networks are not important; they might be different types of LANs 

such as Ethernet, Token-ring, FDDI or WAN. Additional features of TCP/IP include 

flow control and network management. 

TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and EP (Internet Protocol) together form a 

protocol stack, as they are the two logical layers of the communication protocol. Figure 

2.8 gives the whole picture of protocol layering in an actual computer from the bottom 

layer to the top layer. As can be seen, the device driver constitutes the bottom layer. Its 

purpose shall be explained shortly. 
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ISO Model Layers 

Application 7 Application 

Berkeley Sockets or SVR4 Transport Layer Interface 

TCP 4 Transport 

IP 3 Network 

Device Driver 2 Data Link 

Physical Network 1 Physical 

Figure 2.8 Protocol Layering 

Upon receiving of a message, the device driver extracts it from the network and 

strips off the LAN specific header and trailer. Subsequently, the remaining message is 

processed by the higher layers. In case of a message send, the device driver adds the 

header and trailer to the packet that was passed down by the IP layer. The complete 

frame is then injected into the network. In the common case of an Ethernet LAN, this 

would be the Ethernet device driver. It prepends the 14-byte Ethernet header after di

viding up the message into 1,560-byte Protocol Data Units (PDUs) if necessary, since 

this is the Maximum Transfer Unit (MTU) in an Ethernet. For more information on 

Ethernet see Section 2.2.1. 

The Subsections 2.4.1 to 2.4.3 introduce the next two higher protocol layers. We 

start out with the network layer protocol which is IP. Thereafter, the two most common 

transport layer protocols, TCP and UDP, are shown. 
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2.4.1 IP
 

The layer above the device driver represents the IP layer. The IP layer performs a 

connectionless, unreliable, best-effort transfer of IP datagrams [Pos81a]. An IP da

tagram is shown in Figure 2.9. The notion "datagram" is used for packets that are sent 

over connectionless networks, i.e., networks that forward packets individually from 

router to router without a fixed route. Due to the popularity of IP, datagrams often im

plicitly refer to IP datagrams. The header of an IP datagram contains as most important 

fields the source and destination IP addresses, the length of the header as well as the total 

length of the datagram. Furthermore, there is a header field that holds a checksum over 

this header. Another interesting field is the "Time to Live" field that embodies a number 

indicating how many routers this datagram is allowed pass before it is discarded. Logi

cally, this number is decremented by each passed router. This mechanism is used to pre

vent datagrams from traveling endlessly across the Internet. For a complete explanation 

of the header fields and general information about the TCP/IP and UDP protocols see 

[Com91, Ste94]. 

Routers have been mentioned earlier in this section, and are also called gateways. 

They denote network hosts that are connected to two or more networks. Their task is to 

accept datagrams bound for an IP destination address outside the local network and for

ward them to the appropriate connected network using a routing table in their IP layer. 
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0 4 8 16 19 24 31 Bits 

Header
 
Version Service Type Total Length
Length 

Identification Flags Fragment Offset 

Time to Live Protocol Header Checksum 

Source IP Address 

Destination IP Address 

IP Options (if any) Padding 

Data 

. . . 

Figure 2.9 Format of an IP Datagram 

2.4.2 TCP 

On top of IP sits the TCP layer [Pos8 1 b]. It uses the services of the IP layer and 

adds important features such as reliability and flow control. Moreover, TCP is con

nection-oriented. The state transition diagram of a TCP connection is given in Figure 

2.10. The state transitions are labeled with the input that causes the transition and after 

the slash the output that is generated. Italics indicate an input from outside the TCP con

nection. The opening of a TCP connection requires a three-way handshake between the 

two endpoints of the connection. First, one endpoint sends a SYN (synchronization) re

quest. The other endpoint hopefully listens to the network and thus receives this SYN. It 
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answers with an ACK (acknowledgement) of the received SYN plus an own SYN. Fi

nally the first endpoint sends an ACK for the second SYN back, and the connection is 

established. As shown in the diagram, this handshake also works if both endpoints send 

an initial SYN at the same time. 

anything / reset 

begin	 CLOSED 

passive open close 

active open / syn 

syn / syn + ack 

send / syn 
reset 

close/syn / syn + ack 

timeout/ 
resetsyn + ack / ack 

fin / ackclose / fin	 ESTAB- CLOSE 
LISHED WAIT 

close / fin 

close fin 

FIN fin /ack 
LOSING	 LAST ack /WAIT-1 

ACK 
fin-ack / ack 

lack / tack / 
timeout after 2 segment lifetimes 

FIN fin I ack TIMED 
WAIT-2 WAIT 

Figure 2.10 TCP State Transition Diagram 
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A TCP connection is logically a full-duplex link, with data and acknowledge

ments being sent in both directions. It is not required that the connection is closed in 

both directions at the same time. Instead, just one endpoint can send a FIN. It thereby 

indicates that it no longer has any data to send and from now on merely acknowledges 

received data. At the same time, the other endpoint continues to send data. Eventually, 

the second endpoint will also send a FIN, and after receiving an ACK for it the connec

tion is closed. 

Figure 2.11 shows the format of a TCP segment. TCP is byte-oriented, and thus 

the sequence number denotes the number of the first data byte in this segment. Accord

ingly, the acknowledgement number denotes the sequence number of the next expected 

data byte. In this manner, multiple TCP segments can be acknowledged in one step. The 

code bits indicate whether this segment is a SYN, an ACK or a FIN. An ACK can be 

sent along with a SYN or a FIN as well as with data, thus increasing the efficiency of the 

connection. The checksum in the TCP header covers header and data, unlike the IP 

header checksum. 

As mentioned before, TCP provides reliability and flow control. Reliability im

plies that the correct delivery of a message is guaranteed, whereas flow control ensures 

that the messages are sent depending on the current network traffic situation. In order to 

ensure reliability, TCP messages have to be acknowledged by the receiver. Since it 

would be inefficient to have the receiver acknowledge each of the incoming messages by 

a separate ACK message, the receiver can acknowledge the arrival of multiple messages, 

as was stated above. The sender, on the other hand, has to keep track which of its mes

sages were already acknowledged and which not. 
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Figure 2.11 Format of a TCP Segment 

For that purpose, it keeps a send window. The send window is the sequence of 

messages that have been sent but not yet acknowledged. Its width is the maximally al

lowed number of messages that have a pending acknowledgement. Thus, the sender can 

send out messages until the send window is full. When an acknowledgement is received, 

the window moves on by the number of messages that were acknowledged. Conse

quently, the sender can then send out the same amount of messages. 

Additionally, TCP keeps a timer for each sent message that has not been ac

knowledged yet. If the timer runs out before the acknowledgement arrives, the message 

is assumed to be lost, and therefore TCP retransmits this message. This is where flow 

control comes into play. For each lost message, the send window is reduced. Thus, a 

possible network congestion can be resolved. Moreover, the receiver can announce a 
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new window size according to its workload, hence the sender can take care of a busy re

ceiver. 

2.4.3 UDP 

On the same layer as TCP, another protocol resides, namely the User Datagram 

Protocol (UDP) [Pos80]. Similar to TCP, it sits on top of the IP layer, but offers barely 

more than IP itself an unreliable connectionless delivery service. The only difference 

to IP lies in the fact that UDP is able to distinguish among multiple destinations on a sin

gle host by using port numbers (as TCP does). Figure 2.12 shows a UDP datagram. Its 

header consists of the source and the destination port fields, followed by a field specify

ing the length of the message including the header, and finally the checksum field. The 

checksum algorithm is the same as for TCP, but higher applications often do not care 

about a checksum and simply fill this field with zeroes. 

The simplicity of UDP provides for a faster protocol processing, and thus UDP is 

used in cases where the main additional features of TCP, reliability and flow control, are 

not deemed necessary. This is true for a trusted environment such as a LAN. LANs 

nowadays exhibit bit error rates that are so low that one can safely neglect them. Addi

tionally, the maximum bandwidth of this LAN is known, too, so the flow of messages 

can be organized appropriately. Consequently, it is used, for example, for SUN's NFS. 
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2.5 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE PROTOCOL STACK
 

In this section, an actual real-world implementation of a protocol stack is pre

sented, which is currently used in many UNIX workstations. It is the 4.4BSD-Lite dis

tribution, where BSD stands for Berkeley Software Distribution and refers to the fact that 

the source code is "freely" distributed by the University of California at Berkeley (U. C. 

Berkeley). 

0 16 31 Bits 

UDP Source Port UDP Destination Port 

UDP Message Length UDP Checksum 

Data 

. . . 

Figure 2.12 Format of a UDP Datagram 

As a matter of fact though, the code is a product of several researchers not only 

from Berkeley. Since this code is a direct descendant of the previous 4.xBSD versions 

on which a lot of other UNIX implementations, such as SunOS 4.x, System V Release 4 

(SVR4) and ADC 3.2, are based, the basic structure of all these implementations are 

similar. The 4.4BSD-Lite version was first distributed in 1994. The information pre

sented here is largely taken from the current standard reference book on TCP/IP that 

covers this distribution [WS95]. Our discussion starts out with a bottom up view by ex
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mining how a message is received and makes its way up the protocol stack to the appli

cation layer. 

The reception of a network message is an asynchronous event since it cannot be 

known beforehand when a message will arrive. Thus, the reception of a message by a NI 

is followed by a hardware interrupt that causes the device driver to run. The latter strips 

off the LAN header and trailer and stores the data in a kernel memory structure called 

mbuf which stands for memory buffer. The structure of such an mbuf is shown in 

Figure 2.13. The size of an mbuf is 128 Bytes, where 20 Bytes are used for control in

formation and 100 Bytes are left to store the actual message data. 

I m_next 
pointer to the 
next mbuf 

m_nextpkt 
cn 

,-. m_len length of data 

0N m_data 

m_type -Th pointer 
to the 

m_flags data 

DATAFIELD 

V 

Figure 2.13 mbuf Structure 
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For longer messages multiple mbuf s can be chained. For much longer messages, 

an mbuf is merely used as a pointer to an external buffer holding 1024 or 2048 Bytes of 

data, depending on the actual architecture. 

A software interrupt causes the IP layer to run with a pointer to the mbuf struc

ture as an argument. It verifies that the checksum is correct (see Subsection 2.7.2 for 

details) and checks whether the destination IP address is identical with this host's IP ad

dress. If so, the TCP routine is invoked, which then hands over a pointer to the mbuf 

structure that holds the message data. Otherwise, the packet is routed to the next appro

priate host if the current host is a router, or else it is simply discarded. The TCP layer 

thereafter deals with the message by verifying the header fields and determines its type 

whether it is a SYN, an ACK, a FIN or a normal data transfer. 

In the case of a normal data transfer, TCP looks up a list of data structures called 

Protocol Control Blocks (PCBs), see Figure Figure 2.14. For each open socket connec

tion, an Internet PCB exists describing the connection with the local and the foreign IP 

address, inp_laddr and inp_f addr, along with the local and the foreign port num

ber, inp_lport and inp_fport, plus a pointer to the appropriate socket structure 

that describes the associated socket, inp_socket. For TCP connections, a additional 

TCP control block is created, and the pointer inp_ppcb in the PCB points to it. For 

UDP connections, the pointer inpppcb is NULL. 

After finding the appropriate socket, the data is finally delivered by appending it 

on the socket's receive queue. The top layer of the processing of a received message 

consists of the API. In the UNIX implementation discussed here, this is a socket. It re

ceives the data and finally copies it into the user space. 
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pointer to next PCB 

pointer to previous PCB 

pointer to socket 

pointer to TCP Control Block 

Figure 2.14 PCB Structure 

Sending a message works just the other way round, except that all happens syn

chronously. The socket copies the message to be sent into an mbuf data structure. A 

pointer to the latter is passed on by the socket to the TCP layer that prepends its header 

together with the fields of the IP header it knows about (IP addresses of source and desti

nation, for example). This also involves computing the checksum over the data. Eventu

ally, TCP will call the IP that computes the checksum over the header and inserts it in the 

appropriate IP header field. After that is done, IP invokes the device driver that adds its 

own header and trailer and finally injects the message into the network. 

2.6 CRITICAL POINTS OF THE 4.4BSD-LITE IMPLEMENTATION 

As one can observe from the description provided in the previous subsection, 

sending or receiving a message in the TCP/IP implementation involves two copies of the 

whole message plus computing the checksum over header and data. Thus, three passes 
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over the data have to be performed. Clearly the number of passes over the data is crucial 

to performance. [KP93, CJRS89, Jac93] are studies that underline this observation. An

other critical point is that all the processing from the device driver up to the socket layer 

takes place within the kernel. Entering and exiting the kernel via system calls is expen

sive [ALBL91] and should be avoided if possible. 

As a consequence, ongoing research efforts [Jac93, EM95] target on minimizing 

passes over the data. Firstly, the number of copies of the data is sought to be reduced to 

a minimum of one, referred to as single-copy- or zero-copy-implementations (those 

names are used inconsistently). Further reduction of data-touching can be achieved by 

incorporating the calculation of the checksum into the data copy. These methods are of

ten combined with user-level implementations of TCP/IP, since this avoids expensive OS 

calls and additionally allows to tailor the implementation to the user's specific needs. 

Thus, the performance of the TCP/IP implementation can be fine-tuned. 

Another issue is the improvement of the non-data-touching parts of TCP/IP. As 

the expression suggests, these are all parts of TCP/IP that are not involved in the data 

copying or the checksum computation. The first studies to address this issue were done 

by Kay and Pasquale [KP93, KP96]. They evaluated two network traffic traces, one 

from a LAN, the other from a WAN, and found that on the LAN the median message 

sizes for TCP and UDP were 32 and 128 Bytes, respectively. On the WAN, 99.7% of all 

messages were at most 500 Bytes long. In the presence of such small messages, the non

data-touching parts of the TCP/IP implementation become relevant. [KP93, KP96] show 

profiles of the processing times of sending and receiving TCP and UDP messages over a 

range of message sizes. These profiles demonstrate that for small messages, the non-data 
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touching processing overhead actually dominates the overall processing cost. The draw

back of this finding lies in the fact that the non-data-touching processing overhead con

sists of many different, independent operations, thus making speedups tedious or even 

impossible to achieve without giving up the present functionality. 

2.7 FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS OF TCP/IP 

Further improvements beyond minimization of data copies and kernel interactions 

are described in [Par94]. They will be introduced in the following subsections. The first 

subsection discusses the use of caches for PCB lookup, succeeded by ideas to improve 

the checksum algorithm. Additionally, Subsection 2.7.3 suggests the use of templates, 

and the last subsection eventually presents the concept of collapsing layers. 

2.7.1 Using Caches for PCB Lookup 

For every incoming message, TCP has to look up the PCB in order to determine 

the appropriate socket. This is costly, especially if a lot of Internet connections are open. 

Furthermore, datagrams tend to arrive in packet chains, yielding a high probability that 

the present packet is destined for the same connection as the previous one. Thus, it 

makes sense to implement a PCB cache that can be as small as one entry. Such a cache is 

referred to as a one-behind cache, and is actually already implemented in the BSD re

leases since 4.3BSD Tahoe (1988). 

Additionally, some research [MD92] was done to find an optimal lookup algo

rithm of the PCB linked list, coming up with specific hashing techniques. 
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2.7.2 Improving the Checksum Algorithm 

The TCP/IP checksum is computed by considering the data as a sequence of 16

bit integers and summing them up using one's complement addition with end-around 

carry. Missing bits are made up for by padding with zeroes. Note that the checksum 

field itself is set to all zeroes for this addition. The obtained checksum value is finally 

negated again and stored in its field. Through this method, the receiver should obtain a 

checksum result of zero, since the original checksum plus the negated one cancel each 

other out. The choice of 16-bit integers was made at the time when computers com

monly operated with 16-bit memory words such as DEC's PDP-11, for example. The 

algorithm can be easily adjusted to 32-bit integers, since the idea is to fit the size of the 

numbers to be added to the size of the memory bandwidth for a more efficient process

ing. Apart from improving the checksum algorithm, Jacobson [Jac93] has suggested the 

interleaving of the data copy with the checksum computation, thus eliminating the check

sum computation cost. This is primarily true for RISC architectures where load and 

store instructions require a separate cycle that can be filled with an add instruction at 

no additional cost. 

2.7.3 Templates 

It has been observed that for a specific TCP connection, many fields of the TCP 

and IP headers do not change. Examples are the source and destination addresses, the 

version number, or the header length. This fact allows the creation of a template con

taining all those constant fields. For every segment to be sent, the fields that actually 
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change, such as the sequence number or the checksum, are inserted into the template. 

Such a template is kept by TCP and holds all the appropriate TCP header fields as well as 

appropriate IP header fields that TCP knows about, e.g., the IP source and destination 

addresses. TCP eventually hands the template down to IP that fills in the fields that are 

still empty. Thus, the protocol stack can be simplified across protocol layer boundaries. 

2.7.4 Collapsing Layers 

Collapsing protocol layers is another way to improve performance of the protocol 

suite, as [RAC97] among others point out. The authors argue that the architecture of the 

protocol stack with its different layers that are independent from each other is meant to 

offer generality. An application is free to choose between different transport layer proto

cols, for instance. There are TCP, UDP or whatever else suits the respective needs of the 

application. Consequently, it is the common practice to implement the different layers as 

separate modules. In reality, however, this generality is not used very much; instead, the 

number of different protocols that are used is rather small. TCP and UDP are by far the 

most common transport layer implementations on top of IP, and the accompanying API 

is limited to either the Berkeley Sockets or the System V Transport Layer Interface. The 

current implemenations therefore create a complexity that is not utilized. Thus, the idea 

is to simplify the implementation by collapsing the protocol layers into one module that 

delivers the socket/TCP/IP functionality to the outside world, another module for the 

combination socket/UDP/IP, and so on. The outside world in this context consists of the 

application on top and the device driver at the bottom. The phrase "Layered models are a 
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great way to design protocols but a lousy way to implement them" (David Clark) under

lines this new implementation paradigm. 

With all these improvements put to work, the fixed protocol processing overhead 

of sending a TCP/IP message is about 150 instructions [Par94]. The variable overhead 

consists of the data copying and the checksum computation, which vary from segment to 

segment. All in all, this overhead is so minimal that it is unlikely to be improved without 

giving up various features offered by TCP/IP. 

2.8 HTTP 

The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) represents the protocol that is used for 

transferring WWW data. Current WWW clients and servers have the version HTTP/1.0 

[BFF96] implemented. 

HTTP is a simple protocol that operates according to the request / response para

digm. The client sends out a request that involves the following elements: the method, 

which can be GET, PUT, POST, etc.; the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) specifying 

the address of the server, as well as the requested file or some input, if appropriate; sev

eral Hypertext Request (HTRQ) headers to indicate authentication information, etc.; and 

finally the Data field, which is optionally employed for methods, such as PUT, in order 

to transfer data. 

The server analyses the request and answers appropriately. Theresponse includes 

the status code that informs about the success of the request or any error that occurred; 

some object headers that provide information about the content of the response, such as 
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Content-Length or Content-Type; and the optional data field that contains the requested 

file or the output of a server-side script file. 

All parameters of the request and the response are in plain ASCII format, whereas 

the data field can hold any type of data. The file types that might be requested by the 

GET method are unspecified. However, they typically represent Hypertext Markup Lan

guage (HTML) [13F95] files, or inlined images contained in HTML documents. 

One of the problems of HTTP/1.0 is its practice of using separate TCP connec

tions between the WWW client and the server to transfer the HTML code as well as each 

inlined image of a Webpage. Opening and closing separate TCP connections for every 

transfer between the same client and server creates a lot of overhead. To alleviate this 

problem, [Mog95a] argues for his idea of a "persistent-connection" HTTP that uses only 

one TCP connection for all transfers between the same client and server. This idea has 

been added to HTTP by creating the HTTP/1.1 Proposed Standard [FGM +97]. Further 

improvements of HTTP concern simplicity, extensibility, scalability and efficiency. 

2.9 LIGHTWEIGHT PROTOCOLS 

As mentioned in Section 2.6, most TCP/IP messages are of small size, and for 

small messages the non-data-touching protocol processing overhead is considerable 

[KP93, KP96]. Moreover, in local and tightly coupled networks, the performance in 

terms of Round-Trip latency and bandwidth is crucial for high performance parallel 

computation. Network technologies used for these purposes are highly tuned for per

formance and low error rate, such as Myrinet [BCF+95]. These insights led some re

searchers to develop so-called lightweight protocols that avoid a lot of the processing 
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overhead incurred in TCP/IP by skipping features such as error checking, flow control 

and reliability which are deemed to be unnecessary in these environments. Additionally, 

as much of the processing as possible is done in the user space, so applications can actu

ally tailor the protocol details according to their needs, such as reliability and perform

ance. 

One of the first such efforts was Active Messages [ECGS92]. The Active Mes

sage paradigm implies that each message contains a pointer to a handler that operates in 

user space. The respective handler is responsible for extracting the message from the 

network and incorporating the data into the appropriate computation process. This works 

asynchronously in that the sender continues its computation as soon as the sending is 

done, and on the receiving side the handler interrupts the ongoing computation and deliv

ers the data. The actual processing of the data is done by the application, not by the han

dler. In [ECGS92], Active Messages were tested by developing the experimental lan

guage Split-C [CDG+93], based upon a programming model for split-phase remote 

memory operations in C. PUT and GET messages serve as the two split-phase opera

tions. Figure 2.15 shows the PUT and GET message formats in Split-C. 

PUT message GET message 

remote node remote node 

put handler get handler 

remote addr local addr 

data length data length 

flag addr flag addr 

local nodedata 
remote addr 

Figure 2.15 Message Formats of Active Messages in Split-C 
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The PUT message contains the instruction address of the PUT handler, the ad

dress of the remote node, the length of the data to be sent, the completion-flag address, 

and finally the data itself. The GET message additionally holds the local address so the 

GET handler can properly reply. 

An API for Active Messages has been specified in multiple versions, the latest 

being [MC96]. It defines the anatomy of communication endpoints along with a com

munication pattern of the form request - reply between such endpoints. 

Several implementations of Active Messages have been done on various machines 

and environments. For more details see [TM94, Mar94, Liu95, SS95, EBB95, PLC95]. 

Apart from these, several variations of the Active Message idea have been used to build 

low latency, high bandwidth communication systems. They operate mostly on user-level 

as opposed to kernel level, and consequently offer user-level communication interfaces. 

The key design problems of such systems are (a) the multiplexing of the network re

sources among multiple processes, (b) providing a protection mechanism to guarantee 

that multiple processes and users can use the network at the same time without the possi

bility of accessing each other's communication, (c) performing communication resource 

management and (d) developing a useful API. The projects that will be presented below 

often include new hardware in form of a custom network interface design in addition to 

the software layers above the NI. 

At U. C. Berkeley the Fast Sockets Interface was developed [RAC97]. It offers a 

conventional Berkeley socket API that is based on an Active Message layer for local 

communication and on normal TCP/IP for wide-area communication. Data transmission 

and reception is written as a user-level library, only the network device access is handled 
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by the operating system. Guiding principles in the development of Fast Sockets were the 

focus on local area high performance communication, the collapsing of protocol layers 

and a simplified buffer management. As mentioned earlier, the conventional TCP/IP im

plementation uses mbu f memory structures to store messages. This concept was re

placed by storing the message in one single, contiguous virtual memory buffer per 

socket. The storage into this buffer space is performed by the message handler. To de

liver the message to the user application, a simple memory copy is needed. To avoid this 

extra copy, a technique called received posting may be applied which requires that the 

receiving application issues a recv ( ) call specifying the final message destination prior 

to the message arrival. 

U-Net stands for User-Level Network Interface and was developed at Cornell 

University [WBE97a, WBE97b, EBBV96]. U-Net attempts to use as many off-the-shelf 

components as possible for an inexpensive but fast design. The base-level U-Net archi

tecture consists of endpoints created by processes that wish to communicate. Figure 2.16 

depicts such an U-Net endpoint. 

recv free send 
queue queue buffer area queue 

Figure 2.16 U-Net Communication Endpoint 
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It contains descriptor queues, namely a receive queue, a free queue and a send 

queue, as well as a communication segment that is also called buffer area. The descrip

tors point to locations in the communication segment. In order to send a message, the 

data is composed and placed in the communication segment by the sending process, 

which in turn pushes a message descriptor on the send queue. It is the NI that takes the 

message and injects it directly into the network. In the receive case, the NI places the 

message in a free communication segment. Such a free segment is found by popping a 

descriptor off of the free queue, and consecutively pushing this descriptor onto the re

ceive queue. Two methods are possible for the receiving process to learn about newly 

arrived messages: The receiving process can either poll for new messages or be inter

rupted by the NI. Since the communication segment is in general not the memory space 

where the incoming message data can be put to use, another copy is usually necessary to 

the application's data structures. In order to alleviate this problem, [WBE97a] tries to 

incorporate a Translation Lookaside Buffer (TLB) into the NI such that the latter is capa

ble of storing incoming messages at arbitrary user-space virtual addresses. This is then 

called the U-Net/MM Architecture. 

The Princeton SHRIMP project [B1u96, DBLP97, DBC+97] offers protected vir

tual memory-mapped communication for applications, based on the Virtual Memory-

Mapped Communication (VMMC) model. To minimize communication overhead, 

SHRIMP aims at overlapping communication with computation and employs so-called 

user-level DMA (UDMA) that allows user processes to initiate DMA data transfers be

tween NI and user space, thus reducing CPU and kernel involvement in communication 

as much as possible. VMMC works as follows: A receiving process exports one of its 
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pages explicitly, allowing either all or a specified range of possible sending processes to 

import that page into their address space. An imported page resides in a logically sepa

rate special address space called destination proxy space. This address space is used to 

define the destination of a message to be sent, but is not physically present on the sending 

side. UDMA is performed by executing two user-level instructions that involve shadow 

addresses. In order to initialize a DMA transfer, the DMA engine has to be informed 

about the physical addresses of message source and destination. Since the user-level 

space exclusively deals with virtual addresses, these have to be translated to physical ad

dresses. This is normally done by the TLB which resides in kernel space. The challenge 

of UDMA now is to provide this translation without an OS call and without keeping a 

separate TLB. The solution that the SHRIMP researchers chose is the use of shadow ad

dresses. A shadow address is computed from its associated real address with a simple 

function, for example by flipping the Most Significant Bit (MSB), and specifies the same 

memory location as the real address. The difference is that a load or store instruction 

using a shadow address invokes no action by the memory controller. Instead it causes 

the DMA engine of the NI to use the translation from virtual to physical shadow address, 

which is automatically provided by the TLB of the OS, to infer the real physical ad

dresses of message source and destination. Since for UDMA two addresses, namely 

source and destination address, have to be translated, two load or store instructions 

using shadow addresses are necessary. A similar approach for UDMA is described in 

[MK97]. 
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3 Network Monitoring Setup 

This chapter describes how the network measurements were performed. The to

pology of the network in question is illustrated in Section 3.1. Section 3.2 presents the 

tools that were used to monitor the network. These are specifically the Hewlett-Packard 

(HP) LAN Protocol Analyzer, described in Subsection 3.2.1, and the software tool 

tcpdump, which is introduced in Subsection 3.2.2. 

3.1 NETWORK TOPOLOGY 

The network that was monitored is the network of the Electrical and Computer 

Engineering (ECE) Department at Oregon State University. An overview of the different 

nodes in the network is depicted in Figure 3.1. All the nodes are connected by the same 

10Mb/s Ethernet. The nature of the nodes is diverse. The UNIX workstations comprise 

some HP-UX workstations and a SUN workstation. The most prominent of these UNIX 

workstations are pal, whose local hard disk stores all applications available to the net

work users, holmes which administers all user data on its hard disk, and guille, re

sponsible for keeping all licenses and network administration information. Another 

group of nodes consists of NeXT computers. Finally, there are several labs containing 

Intel machines, with either Linux or Microsoft Windows NT as the OS. 
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Figure 3.1 ECE Network Topology 

3.2 MONITORING TOOLS 

One has the choice of several tools for monitoring the network. For this particu

lar project, however, the choice was limited to a) what was available from the network 

support team, i.e., the HP LAN Protocol Analyzer, and b) the software tools that run on 

HP-UX workstations. As suitable software tools, nettl, developed by HP, and 
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tcpdump by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) were at our disposal. 

For reasons of practicality we chose the latter. It is the most widely used packet capture 

tool, probably due to its platform independence and free availability. Moreover, there 

exist already some applications that use tcpdump's output to extract further protocol 

and statistic information. The following two subsections consequently describe first the 

HP LAN Protocol Analyzer, then tcpdump. 

3.2.1 HP LAN Protocol Analyzer 

The HP 4972A LAN Protocol Analyzer, herein referred to as the "Analyzer", was 

produced in the year 1990. It is a stand-alone device with its own monochrome screen 

and keyboard. As for its storage capabilities, a 3.5 inch disk drive and a hard drive are 

built in. The Analyzer is directly connected to the network through its transceiver inter

face. Since this particular device did not have the optional RS232 serial interface, it was 

not possible to control it from a remote PC and also store the information remotely. Due 

to the incompatibility of the disk formats of the Analyzer with Intel PCs, the functional

ity that could be exploited was restricted to reading a limited number of data from the 

screen. As a matter of fact, in the correct configuration, the Analyzer is most useful to 

track down specific network errors, but not for collecting large amounts of statistical 

data. 

The aforementioned limitations aside, the Analyzer offers a wide variety of moni

toring functions. The very basic function is to capture all packets that appear on the 

LAN, where the LAN does not necessarily have to be an Ethernet. In order to focus on 

particular nodes in the network, one can specify that only network traffic of certain nodes 
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shall be monitored instead of all the nodes. Moreover, filter functions allow the user to 

specify which protocols the packet capture is to be restricted to. For more complex op

erations, the user can create programs using the built-in programming language. Facili

tating the use of the Analyzer, the device is shipped with several ready-made application 

programs that feature the appropriate filter functions as needed for their purposes. 

For TCP/IP network monitoring there is the TPC/IF' Network Performance 

Analysis Application (TCP/IP NPA Application). It offers three different measurement 

options: The Network Summary measurement that captures all TCP/IP packets on the 

net, the Node Statistics measurement to gather statistics about one specific node, and the 

Connection Statistics measurement for measuring the throughput and response time be

tween two specific nodes on the network. Of these three options, the Network Summary 

was the only one suitable for this project since the goal was to monitor the whole net

work. For a screenshot of the Analyzer with this measurement see Figure 3.2. 

TCP/IP NETWORK SUMMARY ....--A
 
19 Feb 89
 00:39:23
 

mmemmemmemmiUtilization mew= TCP/UDP Port Activity mamma=
 
Current Average Peak Current Average Peak
 

5,508 5,511 7,434 total f/s FTP 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 %
 
4 3 8 IP f/s FTP_DATA 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 %
 

502 212 5,478 IP bytes/s TELNET 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 %
 
SNIP 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 %
 

ImmommommIP Frame Parameters
 SUN NFS 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 %
 
SUN_PC_N 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 % 

Total data bytes
 22,548 RWROJZLO 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 % 
Total frames 207 OTHER 100.00 100.00 100.00 %
 
Total fragments 101
 
Header overhead
 15.51.%
 

Network is 10 Abps
 .
 

Monitoring network 
Set Up Network Node Connect. Restm-t
 
Stat,5. Summary Stat. icn
 

Figure 3.2 Screenshot of HP LAN Protocol Analyzer [HP89] 
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The Network Summary measurement is subdivided into three parts. First, the 

utilization of the network is monitored. The total number of frames per second (f/s) is 

recorded, along with the number of IP f/s and IP Bytes/s. Second, the TCP/IP port ac

tivity is shown. The user can specify seven ports that are to be monitored separately, the 

rest appear in the category "other". Third, the total number of data bytes, IP frames and 

IP fragments are displayed, along with the header overhead in percent. Since these 

measurements are likely to result in large amounts of data, all numbers are updated only 

after a certain time interval, i.e., the sample time, which can be anything from one second 

to four hours. The Analyzer can store up to 360 samples. This number in turn deter

mines the maximum measurement time, which is 360 times the sample time. On the 

Analyzer monitor, the current sample results are displayed, together with a ten-samples 

average value and the peak value. 

Finally, the drawbacks and shortcomings of the HP LAN Protocol Analyzer that 

limited its usefulness should be mentioned. Probably the biggest drawback is the incom

patibility of the HP disk format with the common PC disk format. It prohibits the copy 

of the measurement samples to a platform where they could be displayed (the Analyzer 

can display only the latest sample together with the ten-sample average and the peak) and 

evaluated. Thus, the user is restricted to the very limited Analyzer display and cannot 

make any use of the 360 samples stored on the Analyzer. Another shortcoming is the 

fact that the average values are taken only from the latest ten samples, no matter how 

many samples are recorded in total. As a consequence, if one intends to get the average 

of the complete measurement, one cannot take more than ten samples. This in turn limits 

the total measurement time to forty hours, which is ten times the longest possible sample 
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time. It is obvious that this shortcoming could be avoided if the user had access to the 

data stored in the Analyzer memory or on its disk, respectively, since one could take the 

average afterwards "manually". Eventually, the possibility of specifying only seven dis

tinct TCP/IP ports to be monitored seems to be unduly restricting and tends to have the 

effect that the distinctly specified ports capture only a small fraction of the total port ac

tivity, whereas all other ports are summarized in the category "other" and together add up 

to an overwhelming percentage of the total port activity. 

3.2.2 tcpdump_ 

The program tcpdump [JLC96] was created by members of the Network Re

search Group (NRG) of the Information and Computing Sciences Division (ICSD) at 

Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) in Berkeley, California. It serves as a 

LAN packet capture tool and uses the library 1 ibpcapl. libpcap in turn was also 

written by NRG and provides a system-independent platform for network monitoring. 

Under most UNIX OSs, libpcap uses the Berkeley Packet Interface (BPF) streams 

package to access the network interface. However, the machines that were available to 

us were running under the HP-UX OS which lacks the BPF interface. It offers the Data 

Link Provider Interface (DLPI) instead, which is part of the HP-UX OS since version 

10.00. The DLPI provides streams-based link-level access to network interfaces. To 

capture the network traffic, the DLPI puts the network interface into promiscuous mode. 

When operating in promiscuous mode, the network interface captures all traffic on the 

I tcpdump and libpcap are available at http: / /ee . lbl .gov/ 
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network, regardless of the respective destination address of the packet. The reason for 

the presentation of these details lies in the fact that the HP-UX implementation of DLPI 

does not provide for the trace of the loopback interface, i.e., it cannot capture packets 

destined for the same host, and it cannot capture outbound packets [JLC97]. 

tcpdump offers the possibility of either just writing the raw packets to a file or 

additionally parsing the raw data and extracting protocol information on several protocol 

levels. It comes with a variety of options. The most important ones are the following: 

The s option is used to specify the data length from the beginning of the packet 

that is to be stored. Depending on the protocol depth to be examined, this has to 

be adjusted accordingly the more protocol hierarchy to be seen, the longer the 

packet section that has to be stored. 

The c option tells tcpdump how many packets to trace. If the trace is stored 

in a file, the file size can grow very quickly and thus it is absolutely necessary to 

bound the amount of stored data. 

The w option makes tcpdump store the raw packets in a file without any pars

ing of the data thereafter. 

The r option finally reads packets from a file containing raw packets, parses the 

data and prints the output on the screen. To get an impression how such an out

put looks like, see Figure 3.3. 
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128.193.48.8.1020: udp 100
 
889226644.053906 128.193.49.96.6000 > 128.193.48.8.4763: tcp 32
 
889226644.054214 128.193.48.141.1019 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 124
 
889226644.129335 128.193.48.35.6000 > 128.193.48.8.1295: tcp 32
 
889226644.257221 206.26.241.95.1269 > 128.193.48.8.20: tcp 0 (DF)
 
889226644.257652 128.193.48.141 > 128.193.48.8: (frag 37745:91687400)
 
889226644.259015 128.193.48.141 > 128.193.48.8: (frag 37745:148085920+)
 
889226644.260403 128.193.48.141 > 128.193.48.8: (frag 37745:148084440+)
 
889226644.261519 128.193.48.141 > 128.193.48.8: (frag 37745:148082960+)
 
889226644.262761 128.193.48.141 > 128.193.48.8: (frag 37745:148081480+)
 
889226644.265211 128.193.48.141.1019 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 8308 (frag
 

37745:148080+)
 
889226644.382657 206.26.241.95.1269 > 128.193.48.8.20: tcp 0 (DF)
 
889226644.479590 128.193.48.35.6000 > 128.193.48.8.1295: tcp 32
 
889226644.522508 192.100.170.1 > 128.193.48.8: icmp: 192.100.170.1 udp
 

port 518 unreachable (DF)
 
889226644.531948 192.100.170.1 > 128.193.48.8: icmp: 192.100.170.1 udp
 

port 518 unreachable (DF)
 
889226644.536744 206.26.241.95.1269 > 128.193.48.8.20: tcp 0 (DF)
 
889226644.545551 128.193.49.96.6000 > 128.193.48.8.4763: tcp 32
 
889226644.558224 128.193.49.96.6000 > 128.193.48.8.4763: tcp 224
 
889226644.619567 0:a0:c9:6f:7a:53 ff:ff:ff:ff:ff:ff 110:
 
889226644.654566 128.193.48.250 > 224.0.0.5: OSPFv2-hello 44: rtrid
 

128.193.54.250 backbone dr 128.193.48.250 [tos OxcO] [ttl 1]
 
889226644.669812 51 > 2 at-lap#186 560
 
889226644.670475 206.26.241.95.1269 > 128.193.48.8.20: tcp 0 (DF)
 
889226645.053599 0:0:1d:5:a8:c > 1:80:c2:0:0:0 sap 42 ui/C len=43
 

0000 0000 0000 0000 OOld 05a8 0c00 0000
 
0000 0000 OOld 05a8 0c80 0100 0014 0002
 
000f 0000 0000 0000 0000 00
 

889226645.087631 206.26.241.95.1269 > 128.193.48.8.20: tcp 0 (DF)
 
889226645.116059 128.193.48.35.6000 > 128.193.48.8.1295: tcp 32
 
889226645.119449 128.193.48.35.6000 > 128.193.48.8.1295: tcp 0
 
889226645.150884 128.193.137.98.1072 > 128.193.48.8.23: tcp 0 (DF)
 
889226645.173177 128.193.48.5.1023 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 108
 
889226645.175105 128.193.48.5.1023 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 108
 
889226645.195208 192.100.170.1 > 128.193.48.8: icmp: 192.100.170.1 udp port
 
518 unreachable (DF)
 
889226645.195312 128.193.48.5.1023 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 148
 
889226645.196629 128.193.48.5.1023 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 140
 
889226645.199692 128.193.48.5.1023 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 116
 
889226645.200925 128.193.48.5.1023 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 148
 
889226645.202826 128.193.48.5.1023 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 128
 
889226645.203890 128.193.48.5.1023 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 160
 
889226645.205726 128.193.49.96.6000 > 128.193.48.8.4763: tcp 0
 
889226645.223461 128.193.48.5.1023 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 108
 
889226645.244454 206.26.241.95.1269 > 128.193.48.8.20: tcp 0 (DF)
 
889226645.244562 128.193.49.96.6000 > 128.193.48.8.4763: tcp 32
 
889226645.244638 128.193.48.5.1023 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 148
 
889226645.251479 128.193.48.5.1023 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 116
 
889226645.252707 128.193.48.5.1023 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 148
 
889226645.254029 128.193.48.5.1023 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 148
 
889226645.255292 128.193.48.5.1023 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 148
 
889226645.262870 128.193.49.96.6000 > 128.193.48.8.4763: tcp 96
 
889226645.262967 128.193.48.141.1019 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 108
 
889226645.265027 128.193.48.141.1019 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 128
 
889226645.289553 128.193.48.5.1023 > 128.193.48.8.2049: udp 108
 

Figure 3.3Figure 3.3 tcpdump Sample Outputtcpdump Sample Output 

http:128.193.48.8.20
http:128.193.48.8.23
http:128.193.48.8.20
http:128.193.48.8.20
http:128.193.48.8.20
http:128.193.48.8.20
http:128.193.48.8.20
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Apart from the aforementioned options, the user can specify a filter expression to 

select which packets tcpdump should dump. Such filtering allows one to pick only net

work packets with certain particular properties out of the huge amount of traffic. The 

filter expression hereby can name the desired TCP ports of source and/or destination, the 

hosts involved, the protocol, any boolean combination of the previous and more. For 

more complex filtering it is also possible to specify a file containing the filter expres

sions. For this study, both unfiltered traffic was captured as well as traffic that had the 

well-known Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) port 80 as source or destination. Just 

for the record it should be mentioned that the utilized tcpdump source code was of the 

version 3.4, whereas the 1 ibpcap sources were of the version 0.4. The TCP/IP refer

ence book [Ste94] makes extensive use of tcpdump and underlines its usefulness. 

3.2.2.1 snarf 

As all available programs that digest tcpdump data merely focus on TCP/IP 

traffic, a C program called snarf was developed. It collects the desired statistics from a 

tcpdump parsed data output obtained by using the options -n for numbered IP ad

dresses, -q for quick and short output, and -t t for unformatted timestamps on each 

line. The collected statistics include the packet and byte counts for all known protocols, 

e.g., Appletalk, the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), the Address Resolution 

Protocol (ARP), as well as all TCP and UDP ports that appeared in packet headers along 

with the number of data bytes sent to and from them. Additionally, the overall through

put in Bytes per second is calculated, and eventually the distribution of the data byte 

sizes found in the packets. Refer to Figure 3.4 for an insight in the snarf output. 
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Statistics:
 
File: mar06outlruml
 
Start of measurement: Fri Mar 6 15:24:03 1998
 
End, of measurement: Fri Mar 6 15:32:29 1998
 
Elapsed time: 505.774841 secs
 
Total lines read from file: 100000
 
Total Bytes on Net: 48446465 
Appletalk: frames: 55 bytes: 28716 B/f: 522 perc: 0.059 % 
ARP: frames: 5053 bytes: 141484 B/f: 28 perc: 0.292 % 
IGMP: frames: 37 bytes: 1036 B/f: 28 perc: 0.002 % 
ICMP: frames: 8 bytes: 224 B/f: 28 perc: 0.000 % 
OSPF: frames: 51 bytes: 2244 B/f: 44 perc: 0.005 % 
Eth. broadc. frames: 2441 bytes: 1053607 B/f: 432 perc: 2.175 % 
Other Eth.net frames: 358 bytes: 19315 B/f: 54 perc: 0.040 % 
TCP: frames: 36234 dataB: 3562418 B/f: 98 perc: 7.353 % 

totalB: 5011778 
UDP: frames: 55763 dataB: 43637421 B/f: 783 perc: 90.073 % 

totalB: 44578305 
Unknown lines: 0 

Truncated lines: 0 

TCP port ftp-data 20 frames: 4619 dataB:2008973 B/f:435 TCPperc:56.394 %
 
TCP port ftp 21 frames: 68 dataB: 347 B/f: 5 TCPperc: 0.010 %
 
TCP port telnet 23 frames: 1172 dataB: 4664 B/f: 4 TCPperc: 0.131 %
 
TCP port smtp 25 frames: 30 dataB: 690 B/f: 23 TCPperc: 0.019 %
 
TCP port http 80 frames: 3 dataB: 3 B/f: 1 TCPperc: 0.000 %
 
TCP port pop3 110 frames: 51 dataB: 256 B/f: 5 TCPperc: 0.007 %
 
TCP port portmap 111 frames: 4 dataB: 0 B/f: 0 TCPperc: 0.000 %
 
TCP port nntp 119 frames: 25 dataB: 2869 B/f:115 TCPperc: 0.081 %
 
TCP port login 513 frames: 7 dataB: 0 B/f: 0 TCPperc: 0.000 %
 
TCP port msql 1111 frames: 3 dataB: 0 B/f: 0 TCPperc: 0.000 %
 
UDP port tcpmux 1 frames: 2420 dataB: 573976 B/f:237 UDPperc: 1.315 %
 
UDP port domain 53 frames: 977 dataB: 70483 B/f: 72 UDPperc: 0.162 %
 
UDP port bootps 67 frames: 9 dataB: 3196 B/f:355 UDPperc: 0.007 %
 
UDP port bootpc 68 frames: 9 dataB: 3196 B/f:355 UDPperc: 0.007 %
 
UDP port portmap 111 frames: 86 dataB: 4012 B/f: 47 UDPperc: 0.009 %
 
UDP port netbios_ns 137 frames: 102 dataB: 5676 B/f: 56 UDPperc: 0.013 %
 
UDP port netbios_dgm 138 frames: 42 dataB: 8796 B/f:209 UDPperc: 0.020 %
 
UDP port snmp 161 frames: 77 dataB: 6856 B/f: 89 UDPperc: 0.016 %
 
UDP port login 513 frames: 42 dataB: 11400 B/f:271 UDPperc: 0.026 %
 
UDP port krbupdate 760 frames: 711 dataB: 107636 B/f:151 UDPperc: 0.247 %
 
UDP port nfsd-keepalive 1 110 frames: 1 dataB: 155 B/f:155 UDPperc: 0.000 %
 
UDP port msql 1111 frames: 1 dataB: 121 B/f:121 UDPperc: 0.000 %
 
UDP port rlb 1260 frames: 1 dataB: 88 B/f: 88 UDPperc: 0.000 %
 
UDP port clvm-cfg 1476 frames: 1 dataB: 121 B/f:121 UDPperc: 0.000 %
 
UDP port diagmond 1508 frames: 1 dataB: 36 B/f: 36 UDPperc: 0.000 %
 
UDP port ingreslock 1524 frames: 1 dataB: 121 B/f:121 UDPperc: 0.000 %
 
UDP port nft 1536 frames: 1 dataB: 22 B/f: 22 UDPperc: 0.000 %
 
UDP port sna-cs 1553 frames: 1 dataB: 154 B/f:154 UDPperc: 0.000 %
 
UDP port ncpm-pm 1591 frames: 1 dataB: 23 B/f: 23 UDPperc: 0.000 %
 
UDP port ncpm-hip 1683 frames: 1 dataB: 1228 B/f:1228UDPperc: 0.003 %
 
UDP port cvmon 1686 frames: 1 dataB: 23 B/f: 23 UDPperc: 0.000 %
 
UDP port pmlockd 1889 frames: 1 dataB: 120 B/f:120 UDPperc: 0.000 %
 
UDP port nfsd 2049 frames:52594 dataB:43146448 B/f:82OUDPperc:98.875 %
 
UDP port veesm 4789 frames: 1 dataB: 121 B/f:121 UDPperc: 0.000 %
 

Figure 3.4 snar f Result File 
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The fact that snar f was written in C and not in a script language, such as awk or 

Perl, was responsible for a speedy and efficient execution, considering the program had 

to deal with data files that had sizes as large as 27MBytes, containing up to 400,000 trace 

packets. 

3.2.2.2 tcptrace 

tcptrace is one of the programs that are freely available2 and that reduce 

tcpdump data. It was written by Shawn Ostermann at Ohio University, the currently 

available version was 1.1. As was stated before, tcptrace exclusively examines the 

TCP/IP packets in the tcpdump trace and collects statistical information about them. 

Unlike the parsing functions of tcpdump, however, it additionally includes a (still ex

perimental) HTTP module that creates statistics of all HTTP connections found in the 

file. For that purpose it proved necessary to have tcpdump store clearly more than 200 

Bytes per packet in order to capture the HTTP protocol information. It finally turned out 

that the first 400 Bytes of each packet were sufficient. 

Nevertheless the functionality of the HTTP module was not sufficient as it failed 

to detect the content type of the data, let alone statistics about how many packets and data 

bytes per content type were traced. Consequently, these features were added by the 

author, and the gathered statistics are now stored to a separate file. 

A problem of tcptrace is that it uses system resources lavishly, especially with 

large input data file sizes such a behaviour can become critical. This is largely due to the 

2 Available at http: / /jarok. cs . ohiou. edu/ sof tware/tcptrace/tcptrace . html 
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fact that tcptrace creates a file for each single TPC connection. In the case of a trace 

consisting of 60,000 TCP/IP packets, for example, tcptrace found 2,163 distinct TCP 

connections and thus created the same amount of files. A marginal deficiency was 

that the plots created by tcptrace for the xplot3 utility were useless because the lat

ter was incapable of allocating more than one colour, which, of course, is not enough for 

the complex information of such plots. 

Finally, an abridged output file of tcptrace is shown in Figure 3.5. The first 

part is made up by the output of the standard TCP trace facility, while the second part is 

the output of the HTTP module. In the original file mar 1 1out5, there were 2163 TCP 

connections listed. Since this trace was obtained with an HTTP filter, each TCP connec

tion represents an HTTP request and reply pair. Thus, the output of the HTTP module 

lists an equal amount of data. The missing time values, indicated by the default printout 

value <the epoch>, are probably due to an insufficiently available amount of data per 

frame. Since these times were not a focus of this study and it was highly recommendable 

to shorten the output of tcpdump as much as possible, the choice to renounce the time 

values seemed to be more viable. 

3 Available at ftp: / /mercury. ics .mit .edu/pub/shep/ 
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mod_http: Capturing HTTP traffic (port 80)
 
1 args remaining, starting with 'marllout5'
 
Ostermann's tcptrace version 4.1.3 Tue Dec 9, 1997
 

Running file 'marllout5'
 
60000 packets seen, 60000 TCP packets traced
 

1: ca.ENGR.ORST.EDU:80 brain.ECE.ORST.EDU:2221 (a2b) 8> 0<
 
2: ca.ENGR.ORST.EDU:80 brain.ECE.ORST.EDU:2222 (c2d) 10> 0<
 
3: rodolfo.ECE.ORST.EDU:2611 www-ld.itn.net:80 (e2f) 8> 9<
 

plete)
 
4: irs.ECE.ORST.EDU:1026 - www-mel.netscape.com:80 (g2h) 15> 26<
 
5: irs.ECE.ORST.EDU:1027 www-mel.netscape.com:80 (i2j) 5> 11<
 
6: irs.ECE.ORST.EDU:1028 www-mel.netscape.com:80 (k21) 1> 0<
 
7: irs.ECE.ORST.EDU:1029 www-mel.netscape.com:80 (m2n) 1> 0<
 
8: irs.ECE.ORST.EDU:1026 www-mel.netscape.com:80 (o2p) 22> 29<
 

plete)
 
9: irs.ECE.ORST.EDU:1027 www-mel.netscape.com:80 (q2r) 17> 17<
 

plete
 
10: irs.ECE.ORST.EDU:1028 www-mel.netscape.com:80 (s2t) 15> 18<
 
11: irs.ECE.ORST.EDU:1029 www-mel.netscape.com:80 (u2v) 11> 10<
 
12: irs.ECE.ORST.EDU:1030 www-mel.netscape.com:80 (w2x) 7> 7<
 

plete)
 

ca.ENGR.ORST.EDU:80 ==> brain.ECE.ORST.EDU:2221 (a2b)
 
Server Syn Time: <the epoch> (0.000)
 
Client Syn Time: <the epoch> (0.000)
 
Server Fin Time: <the epoch> (0.000)
 
Client Fin Time: <the epoch> (0.000)
 

No additional information available, beginning of
 
connection (SYNs) were not found in trace file.
 
ca.ENGR.ORST.EDU:80 ==> brain.ECE.ORST.EDU:2222 (c2d)
 

Server Syn Time: <the epoch> (0.000)
 
Client Syn Time: <the epoch> (0.000)
 
Server Fin Time: <the epoch> (0.000)
 
Client Fin Time: <the epoch> (0.000)
 

No additional information available, beginning of
 
connection (SYNs) were not found in trace file.
 
rodolfo.ECE.ORST.EDU:2611 ==> www-ld.itn.net:80 (e2f)
 

Server Syn Time: Thu Mar 12 01:50:09.022152 (889696209.022)
 
Client Syn Time: Thu Mar 12 01:50:08.994591 (889696208.995)
 
Server Fin Time: Thu Mar 12 01:50:09.345798 (889696209.346)
 
Client Fin Time: Thu Mar 12 01:50:09.353962 (889696209.354)
 
Request for '/gif/sponsors/airfares.gif HTTP/1.0'
 

Content Length: 8367
 
Content Type: image/gif
 

WARNING!!!! Information may be invalid, 6291 bytes were not captured
 
Time GET sent: Thu Mar 12 01:50:09.040202 (889696209.040)
 
Time Answer started: Thu Mar 12 01:50:09.071328 (889696209.071)
 
Time Answer ACKed: Thu Mar 12 01:50:09.346088 (889696209.346)
 
Elapsed time: 31 ms (GET to first byte sent)
 
Elapsed time: 306 ms (GET to content ACKed)
 

irs.ECE.ORST.EDU:1026 ==> www-mel.netscape.com:80 (g2h)
 
Server Syn Time: Thu Mar 12 03:10:45.347801 (889701045.348)
 
Client Syn Time: Thu Mar 12 03:10:45.250381 (889701045.250)
 
Server Fin Time: <the epoch> (0.000)
 
Client Fin Time: <the epoch> (0.000)
 

Request for '/ HTTP/1.0'
 
Content Length: 0
 

Content Type: text/html
 
No additional information available, end of
 
connection (FINS) were not found in trace file.
 

Figure 3.5 tcptrace Output File, abridged 
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4 Monitoring Results 

The various network monitoring tools that were described in the previous chapter 

produced a respectable amount of data. It will be presented in this chapter as follows. 

We will start out with the results of the Analyzer in Section 4.1, then continue with the 

presentation of two unfiltered traces of tcpdump in Section 4.2. Eventually, Section 

4.3 will digest the tcpdump traces with HTTP. 

4.1 HP LAN PROTOCOL ANALYZER RESULTS 

As explained in Subsection 3.2.1, the Analyzer measurements were performed by 

choosing a 24-hour measurement time and a 144 min sample time, thus yielding ten 

samples and a correct Average value over an entire day. The days of the measurements 

were chosen arbitrarily seven in total. The results are displayed in Table 4.1. Addi

tionally, for illustration purposes, Figure 4.1 shows the same data in a pie chart. 

We notice that of seven detailed ports, the Network File System (NFS) port was 

the most frequently used. 16% of all frames had this port as either source or destination 

address. Four of the remaining ports were referenced by circa 2% of all frames each. 

They are the File Transfer Protocol data (ftp-data) port, the Remote Terminal (telnet) 

port, the HTTP (http) port, and the Remote Login (rwhorlo) port. We will come back to 

these results later; especially the HTTP port result will be interesting to compare with the 

other measurements. By considering the total data bytes and total frame number, the av

erage data content of a frame is calculated to be 398 Bytes. Furthermore, the average 

throughput over the whole seven days was 19,345 Bytes/sec. 
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TCP/UDP Port Percentage Frames 

ftp 0.091570 2688590 

ftp-data 2.043720 60005650 

telnet 1.857451 54536630 

smtp 0.035122 1031210 

nfsd 16.934220 4.97E+08 

http 1.849966 54316860 

rwho_rlo 2.124210 62368930 

other 75.065600 2.204E+09 

Total data bytes 1.17E+10 

Total frames 2.94E+07 

Table 4.1 Seven Day Summary of TCP/UDP Port Activity 

ftp-data telnet 
ftp 2% 2% smtp 
0% 0% 

http 
2% 

rwho_no 
2% 

Figure 4.1 Seven Day Summary of TCP/UDP Port Activity 
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The limitation of the Analyzer's usefulness is apparent now since the afore

mentioned statistics are the only interesting measurements that the Analyzer can provide. 

However, the Analyzer is still valuable as a measurement tool that works independently 

from the software tools whose monitoring results will be discussed later in this chapter. 

4.2 UNFILTERED TCPDUMP TRACES 

Several unfiltered LAN traces were performed in order to determine what net

working protocols were used across the network and how much they contributed to the 

overall network traffic. Another objective was to further detail the measurements of the 

Analyzer referring to the frequented TCP and UDP ports. 

After some trials, it deemed useful to choose a trace length of 100,000 packets. 

For this length, tcpdump created raw data files with sizes of 12MB to 15MB. The time 

to collect traces of a fixed packet number varies with the utilization of the network, of 

course. For the traces that were recorded for this study, the time difference from start to 

end of the measurement ranged from 8 min to 15 min for 100,000 packets. 

4.2.1 Trace file mar 06 out 1 

Let us examine an example trace, mar° 6out 1. Table 4.2 outlines the basic 

characteristics of the trace. It took 8 min 26 sec to collect the packets, and the packets 

altogether contained approximately 48.4 MBytes of data. "Data" in our case means that 

the header information is not considered. From these numbers one can easily quantify 

the average data size of each packet to be 484 Bytes. 
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File mar06out1 

Start of measurement Fri Mar 6, 15:24:03 1998 

End of measurement Fri Mar 6, 15:32:29 1998 

Elapsed time 505.774841 secs 

Total number of frames 100000 

Total Bytes on Net 48446465 

Table 4.2 Unfiltered Trace mar 06out 1 of 100,000 Packets 

Table 4.3 shows what protocols the traced packets belonged to. Obviously more 

than 90% of all data used UDP packets, and order of magnitude more than TCP. Al

though it is true that most of the data belonged to UDP packets, the number of UDP 

frames is only about 1.5 times greater than the number of TCP packets found. This is a 

result of the smaller number of average data bytes per frame of TCP, specifically 98 

Bytes, as opposed to an average of 783 Bytes for UDP. Furthermore, the Address Reso

lution Protocol (ARP), which is used to determine the corresponding Ethernet address of 

an IP address, contributes 5% of all packets. Eventually Ethernet broadcast messages are 

responsible for 2.4% of the monitored packets. These Ethernet broadcast messages actu

ally represent various services, for example EtherTalk, and are not further detailed by 

tcpdump. The remaining protocols are: the Internet Group Management Protocol 

(IGMP), which used to manage multicast groups; the Internet Control Message Protocol 

(ICMP) that communicates error messages on the Internet; and Open Shortest Path First 

(OSPF), which is an interior gateway protocol. They are only of minor importance, 

adding up to roughly 1%. 

For a more detailed observation, Table 4.4 lists those TCP ports that are well-

known and that appeared as either source or destination port in TCP frames. "Well
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known" means that these ports are listed in the (here HP-UX) file /etc /services 

and have a certain kernel space service associated with them. This service is indicated by 

their official service name. As an example, the port 80 is the HTTP port, meaning that 

the HTTP server on this machine listens on this port for incoming HTTP requests. All 

ports that are not well-known generally belong to user space applications. 

The very same applies to the UDP ports, and Table 4.5 presents the respective 

data. As an aside, it should be noted that port numbers greater than 255 reflect the local 

settings and need not be present in other OSs. Besides, each frame with its data bytes can 

belong to two ports at the same time, since no distinction between source and destination 

port was made for the statistics that are presented in the TCP and UDP port tables. 

Protocol Frames Bytes Average 
Bytes/Frame 

Bytes / To
tal_Bytes 

in % 

Appletalk 55 28716 522 0.059 

ARP 5053 141484 28 0.292 

IGMP 37 1036 28 0.002 

ICMP 8 224 28 0.000 

OSPF 51 2244 44 0.005 
Ethernet broad 2441 1053607 432 2.175 
cast 

Other Ethernet 358 19315 54 0.040 

Frames Data_Bytes Average 
Data_Bytes / 

Data_Bytes / 
Total_Bytes 

Total_Bytes 
TCP 

Frame in % 

TCP 36234 3562418 98 7.353 5011778 

Frames Data_Bytes Average 
Data_Bytes / 

Data_Bytes / 
Total_Bytes 

Total_Bytes 
UDP 

Frame in % 

UDP 55763 43637421 783 90.073 44578305 
Other lines 0 

Table 4.3 Protocol Distribution of Unfiltered Trace mar 0 6 out 1 
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TCP Ports 

Port Name Port Frames Data_Bytes Average Data Bytes / 
Data_Bytes / Total_TCP_Da-Number Frame to Bytes in % 

ftp-data 20 4619 2008973 435 56.394 
ftp 21 68 347 5 0.010 
telnet 23 1172 4664 4 0.131 
smtp 25 30 690 23 0.019 
http 80 3 3 1 0.000 
pop3 110 51 256 5 0.007 
portmap 111 4 0 0 0.000 
nntp 119 25 2869 115 0.081 
login 513 7 0 0 0.000 
msql 1111 3 0 0 0.000 

Table 4.4 Well-known TCP Ports appearing in Trace mar06out 1 

Thus the total sum of all numbers amounts to twice the respective numbers in 

Table 4.3. Since only the well-known ports are listed, however, the table sums are 

somewhat less than 200%. 

Table 4.4 suggests many TCP frames just contain an acknowledgement or some 

other control flag in their header and either no or very little data. ftp-data plays the most 

important role, since it appears in more than half of the TCP frames. Not conveying 

much data, telnet is still contributing a substantial amount of frames. When interpreting 

these statistics, however, one must not forget that this trace represents only 8.5 min of 

network traffic, and single TCP and UDP connections can influence the whole picture 

considerably. According to Table 4.5, UDP seems to be dominated by the NFS service 

(nfsd). More than 94% of all frames and more than 98% of all data bytes serve that pur

pose. The rest of the services are only of marginal importance. 
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Another interesting characteristic of a LAN is the distribution of the data field 

sizes of the frames. Figure 4.2 shows this distribution for the mar06 out 1 trace in a 

resolution of 10 Bytes. It is immediately evident that there are two diametrically op

posed accumulations of data sizes below 200 Bytes and 1480 Bytes. The frequent oc

currence of small messages is striking. It indicates a huge bulk of messages just consist

ing of acknowledgements for data being transferred in the other direction of the connec

tion. This corresponds to the findings of [KP96]. The high column at 1480 Bytes, repre

senting circa 23% of all frames, is made up virtually exclusively by fragmented IP da

tagrams, also called IP fragments. 

What are IP fragments? IP creates arbitrarily large data fields per datagram at the 

sender. Since the actual LAN has a limited frame size, the aforementioned MTU, IP has 

to fragment larger IP datagrams into a series of fragments of the MTU size and a final 

one with the remainder of the original datagram. The thus created fragments travel inde

pendently from each other to the final destination endpoint and are then reassembled. 

The fragments found in the all the tcpdump traces were solely UDP datagrams, by the 

way. As a matter of fact, all TCP headers had the DF flag set, where DF stands for 

Don't Fragment. This circumstance is also consistent with our earlier observation that 

the sizes of TCP packets were notably smaller on the average than UDP packets. 

A final statistical evaluation of this tcpdump trace is the throughput measure

ment. For that purpose, the data bytes of the packets received during one second were 

added up, thus yielding a Bytes/sec throughput graph. It is depicted in Figure 4.3. The 

throughput graph illustrates the burstiness of the LAN traffic. 
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UDP Ports 

Port Name Port 
Nurnber 

Frames Data_Bytes Average 
Data_Bytes / 

Frame 

Data_Bytes / 
Total_UDP_Da
ta_Bytes in % 

tcpmux 1 2420 573976 237 1.315 
domain 53 977 70483 72 0.162 
bootps 67 9 3196 355 0.007 
bootpc 68 9 3196 355 0.007 
portmap 111 86 4012 47 0.009 
netbios_ns 137 102 5676 56 0.013 
netbios_dgm 138 42 8796 209 0.020 
snmp 161 77 6856 89 0.016 
who 513 42 11400 271 0.026 
krbupdate 760 711 107636 151 0.247 
nfsd-keepalive 1110 1 155 155 0.000 
msql 1111 1 121 121 0.000 
rlb 1260 1 88 88 0.000 
clvm-cfg 1476 1 121 121 0.000 
diagmond 1508 1 36 36 0.000 
ingreslock 1524 1 121 121 0.000 
nft 1536 1 22 22 0.000 
sna-cs 1553 1 154 154 0.000 
ncpm-pm 1591 1 23 23 0.000 
ncpm-hip 1683 1 1228 1228 0.003 
cvmon 1686 1 23 23 0.000 
pmlockd 1889 1 120 120 0.000 
nfsd 2049 52594 43146448 820 98.875 
veesm 4789 1 121 121 0.000 

Table 4.5 Well-known UDP Ports appearing in Trace mar06out 1 

For most of the time, the utilization of the network seems to be pretty low. Recall 

that the theoretical maximum of a 10 Mbit/sec Ethernet LAN is 1.25 MBytes/sec. Even 

if one takes into consideration that the throughput graph does not take any header bytes 

into account, the network utilization does not exceed 20% of the theoretical maximum 
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for most of the time. On the other hand, 20% is a considerable traffic level for a 

CSMA/CD network. 

04 Distribution of the Frame Data Size Fri Mar 6 15:24:03 1998 ->. Fri Mar 6 15:32:29 1998
2.5 x 

0.5 

-200 200 

Figure 4.2 
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1600 
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5c 
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Time in secs 

Figure 4.3 Throughput for mar 0 6 out 1 
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4.2.2 Trace file mar 09 out 4 

The other trace file to be presented here is the file mar 09 out 4. The parameters 

are basically the same as in the trace file mar 06ou t 1, except that the length of the trace 

now is four times greater, specifically 400,000 packets. Such a length permitted for a 

longer observation time. As demonstrated in Table 4.6, the trace took 43 min 34 sec. 

However, recording this particular trace was also responsible for taking the usage of the 

system resources to an upper limit. The size of the raw data output file was 58 MBytes, 

and the output file after the parsing step of tcpdump had still a respectable size of 

27 MBytes. 

File mar09out4 

Start of measurement Mon Mar 9, 17:59:51 1998 

End of measurement Mon Mar 9, 18:43:25 1998 

Elapsed time 2614.323311 secs 

Total number of frames 400000 

Total Bytes on Net 126862520 

Table 4.6 Unfiltered Trace mar 09 out 4 of 400,000 Packets 

The next table, Table 4.7, proves the prominent nature of UDP data traffic. An 

overwhelming 91% of all data bytes use UDP datagrams as carrier, whereas the propor

tion of the UDP frames is merely 58%. The usage of TCP is slightly reduced to 32% of 

all frames, accounting for only 3.5% of the total data bytes on the network, which yields 

an average 34 Bytes per frame. 
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Protocol Frames Bytes Average 
Bytes/Frame 

Bytes / To
tal_Bytes 

in % 

Appletalk 327 149143 456 0.118 

ARP 29372 822416 28 0.648 

IGMP 183 5124 28 0.004 

ICMP 11 308 28 0.000 

OSPF 262 11528 44 0.009 

Ethernet broad 12150 5036932 415 3.970 
cast 

Other Ethernet 1874 109839 59 0.087 

Frames Data_Bytes Average 
Data_Bytes / 

Data_Bytes / 
Total_Bytes 

Total_Bytes 
TCP 

Frame in % 

TCP 127896 4409311 34 3.476 9525151 

Frames Data_Bytes Average Data_Bytes / Total_Bytes 
Data_Bytes / Total_Bytes UDP 

in okFrame 

UDP 227919 116317609 510 91.688 121089817 
Unknown lines 4 

Truncated lines 2 

Table 4.7 Protocol Distribution of unfiltered Trace mar 0 9out4 

ARP IGMP_ ICMP OSPF 
Appletalk 0%7% 0% 0% 

0% Ethernet 
broadcast 

3% 

Other Ethernet 
0% 

TCP 
32% 

UDP 
58% 

Figure 4.4 Distribution of Frames in file mar 0 9out4 
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TCP Ports 

Port Name Port Frames Data_Bytes Average Data_Bytes / 
Data_Bytes / Total_TCP_Da-Number Frame ta_Bytes in % 

ftp-data 20 17987 510346 28 11.574 
ftp 21 439 5141 12 0.117 
telnet 23 23859 27235 1 0.618 
smtp 25 245 5558 23 0.126 
http 80 1110 954471 860 21.647 
pop3 110 541 2595 5 0.059 
portmap 111 32 0 0 0.000 
nntp 119 143 18972 133 0.430 
login 513 2534 3918 2 0.089 
printer 515 70 20 0 0.000 
msql 1111 497 259 1 0.006 

nfsd 2049 142 1687 12 0.038 

Table 4.8 Well-known TCP Ports appearing in Trace mar09out4 

Despite contributing only 3% of all frames, Ethernet broadcast messages are still 

responsible for 4% of the network data traffic, due to an average of 415 Bytes per frame. 

To give a better idea of the protocol distribution of the frames, Figure 4.4 depicts a 

graphical view of the proportions of frame counts of the various protocols. The third 

largest proportion in the pie is ARP, representing 7% of all network frames. This sug

gests that a lot of network traffic had either a source or a destination host outside the 

LAN, and that these hosts were of large variety. This would explain the need for such an 

amount of address resolution despite local caches. Creating the same pie figure with the 

data byte distribution would be pointless, by the way, due to the large disproportion. 

Apart from UDP, only TCP and Ethernet broadcast with 3% each are above the 0%. 
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UDP Ports 

Port Name Port 
Number 

Frames Data_Bytes Average 
Data_Bytes / 

Frame 

Data_Bytes / 
Total_UDP_Da
ta_Bytes in % 

tcpmux 1 12954 2010212 155 1.728 
domain 53 4333 279910 65 0.241 
bootps 67 35 10500 300 0.009 
bootpc 68 35 10500 300 0.009 
portmap 111 402 19512 49 0.017 
netbios_ns 137 1046 55936 53 0.048 
netbios_dgm 138 270 57310 212 0.049 
snmp 161 337 25989 77 0.022 
biff 512 8 83 10 0.000 
who 513 262 99720 381 0.086 
krbupdate 760 977 148464 152 0.128 
DAServer 987 1 124 124 0.000 
nfsd-keepalive 1110 2 54 27 0.000 
msql 1111 2 112 56 0.000 
rib 1260 1 36 36 0.000 
clvm-cfg 1476 1 90 90 0.000 
ingreslock 1524 1 32 32 0.000 
nft 1536 1 31 31 0.000 
sna-cs 1553 1 22 22 0.000 
ncpm-pm 1591 1 128 128 0.000 
ncpm-hip 1683 1 121 121 0.000 
cvmon 1686 1 36 36 0.000 
pmlockd 1889 2 177 88 0.000 
nfsd 2049 212623 114362992 538 98.320 
eklogin 2105 1 38 38 0.000 
netdist 2106 1 33 33 0.000 
rfa 4672 2 110 55 0.000 
veesm 4789 2 67 34 0.000 

Table 4.9 Well-known UDP Ports appearing in Trace mar09out4 
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Examining the list of well-known TCP ports in Table 4.8, we find that 51% of 

these frames belong to telnet traffic, followed by 38% for ftp-data. Since the telnet data 

per frame is only one single byte on average, telnet accounts only for 2% of the data flow 

of the well-known TCP ports. Considering the data byte proportions, one notes that 

HTTP, and therefore the World Wide Web (WWW) usage, is responsible for 63% of this 

table's data byte traffic. Since this amount of data resides only in 2% of all frames, this 

yields a high ratio of 860 Bytes/frame. 

As to the corresponding UDP table, shown in Table 4.9, it is obvious the NFS 

frames by far outnumber all others. They represent 91% of all frames, and hold 98% of 

all data bytes. In second place follows the tcpmux service, more than an order of mag

nitude smaller in number, both for frames and data bytes. tcpmux [Lot88] is an Internet 

standard which can be used by future TCP services instead of using "well-known ports". 

Finally, Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show the distribution of the frame data sizes 

and the throughput of the trace mar09 out 4, respectively. The frame data size distribu

tion exhibits once more the dualism of Figure 4.2. Roughly 15% of all frames carry 

1480 Bytes while almost all the other frames have a data size of less than 200 Bytes. 

Specifically, 19% of all frames do not have any data at all and consist just of the header. 

The throughput graph is admittedly somewhat densely packed, but shall be pre

sented anyway for completeness. The bursty nature of the LAN traffic is nevertheless 

still evident, with peaks reaching up to 730 KBytes/sec. 
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Figure 4.5 Distribution of Frame Data Sizes for mar 0 9 out 4
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Figure 4.6 Throughput for mar 0 9 out 4
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4.3 TCPDUMP TRACE WITH HTTP FILTER
 

After the unfiltered tcpdump traces, several traces were performed with a filter 

so that only frames having TCP/UDP port 80 as source or destination port were recorded. 

As stated before, the TCP/UDP port 80 is well-known as the WWW/HTTP port. To get 

more protocol information out of the measured data, the amount of bytes to be stored per 

packet was increased from 200 Bytes to 400 Bytes. The latter value proved to be suffi

cient for capturing the basic HTTP information, such as the Content-Length and the 

Content-Type information. The raw tcpdump traces were written to output files which 

in turn were used as input files for the t cptrace tool. 

In the course of monitoring HTTP traffic, it soon became clear that the previous 

result of only 2% HTTP frames on the LAN was indeed realistic, as the collection of the 

same amount of LAN packets took an order of magnitude longer for the HTTP traces 

than for the unfiltered traces. The largest trace that was collected with HTTP Filter, 

mar 11 out5, is composed of 60,000 frames, and it took more than 19 hours (Table 

4.10) to obtain it. 

File marl 1out5 

Start of measurement Wed Mar 11, 23:15:52 1998 

End of measurement Thu Mar 12, 18:22:04 1998 

Elapsed time 68771.354752 secs 

Total number of frames 60000 

Total Bytes on Net 33448902 

Table 4.10 Trace marllout5 with HTTP Filter 
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Protocol Frames Data_Bytes Average 
Data_Bytes / 

Data_Bytes / 
Total_Bytes 

Total_Bytes 
TCP 

Frame in % 

TCP 60000 33448902 557 100.000 35848902 

TCP Ports 

Port Name Port 
Number 

Frames Data_Bytes Average 
Data Bytes I 

Frame 

Data_Bytes / 
TotalTCPDa
to Bytes in % 

http 80 60000 33448902 557 100.000 
instl_boots 1067 38 20474 539 0.061 
instlbootc 1068 44 14212 323 0.042 
nfsd-keepalive 1110 22 9587 436 0.029 
rlb 1260 57 26746 469 0.080 
clvm-cfg 1476 36 6006 167 0.018 
diagmond 1508 38 8848 233 0.026 
ingreslock 1524 60 13771 230 0.041 
nft 1536 56 27597 493 0.083 
sna-cs 1553 102 62194 610 0.186 

ncpm-pm 1591 30 3973 132 0.012 
ncpm-hip 1683 12 2330 194 0.007 
cvmon 1686 16 7564 473 0.023 

pmlockd 1889 26 15483 596 0.046 
veesm 4789 9 379 42 0.001 

Table 4.11 Statistical Summary of Trace mar 1 lout 5 

Table 4.11 summarizes the output of the snar f program that evaluated the trace 

in the same manner as the other previously taken ones. It indicates that all WWW traffic 

exclusively used TCP, although it is not forbidden to use UDP to access the HTTP port. 

Moreover, the fact becomes obvious that for each frame, both its source and destination 

port statistics are incremented, thus in effect counting the frame twice. Therefore, it is 

possible that the HTTP port by itself claims 100% of all frames and data bytes. The 

other listed ports consequently constituted the other communication endpoints. Also, in 
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case those other endpoints were not the local endpoints, they actually do not have to cor

respond to the service that is indicated by the respective port name. 

To complete the picture, Figure 4.7 shows how much data the frames carried. 

The highest peak with 29,914 frames or 49.9% of all frames is distinctly at zero Bytes, so 

consequently virtually every second TCP packet had no data at all, but just a header with 

flags such as an ACK or a SYN. Another high peak, as usual, is at 1460 Bytes, where 

32% of all frames reside. This is a sign for lengthy transmissions sent in segments close 

to the MTU size, probably large picture files or long data streams. Eventually, 4.2% or 

2500 frames had a data size of 520Bytes, and 1% of the frames carried 590Bytes. Hence, 

87% of all frames have only one of four distinct sizes. 

Such a behavior of the frame size distribution was not unexpected. Instead, it is 

typical of HTTP/1.0 [BFF96], which is currently used by WWW clients and servers. In 

this version, the HTML text of a requested webpage is first transferred. By parsing this 

HTML document, the WWW client then determines all the inlined elements, such as im

ages or sound files. For each inlined element to be transferred, the client opens a sepa

rate TCP connection. Thus, a lot of overhead in the form of TCP control messages is 

created, which explains the large percentage of messages (49.8%) that transported no 

data at all. The newer HTTP/1.1 Proposed Standard [FGM+97] alleviates this problem 

by adding the concept of "persistent TCP connections" [Mog95a]. This implies that only 

one TCP connection is established between the client and the server to transfer all subse

quent HTTP requests and their replies. Nevertheless, HTTP/1.1 has not yet been put to 

use in practice. 
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Figure 4.7 Distribution of Frame Data Sizes for mar 'lout 5 

In addition to the information collected by snar f , tcptrace comes into play. 

As explained before, tcptrace analyzes raw data tcpdump files and prints out every 

TCP connection encountered, along with various statistics. As an additional feature, an 

experimental "plug-in" HTTP module came with the distribution that further analyzed 

HTTP packets. After execution of the program, the statistics of all TCP connections 

pertaining to HTTP traffic were displayed. This included the GET string of the clients' 

GET requests as well as the Content-Length of the replies as announced by the server. 

Furthermore, the author extended the available information by making the program grab 

the Content-Type string of each server reply. The Content-Type string describes the 

Multi-purpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) Type of the data, such as text/html, 

application/java-vm, or image/gif. For more information about MIME see [BF93]. With 
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this extension to tcptrace, it was possible to determine what MIME-Type the HTTP 

reply belonged to and allowed us to categorize different types of HTTP traffic. The re

sult is shown in Table 4.12 in tabular form, graphically in Figure 4.8 for the numbers of 

requests, and in Figure 4.9 for the total byte counts for the respective Content-Types. 

The most requested MIME-Type was evidently image/gif representing 64% of all 

requests, whereas image/jpeg comes in second with 20%, followed by text/html with 

15%. Eventually, audio/x-pn-realaudio-plugin accounts for 1% of the recorded requests, 

where Real Audio is the de facto audio streaming standard on the Internet. All other 

types play just a marginal role. When considering the amount of data bytes sent, the 

picture looks somewhat different, which is a phenomenon that is mostly due to eight tre

mendously large requests for the type application/octet-stream. Denoting either binary 

files or files with unknown MIME-Type, the type application/octet-stream is associated 

with binary and general file transfers via the WWW Browser. Therefore, the average 

requested file size of more than 11 MBytes is huge, but realistic. One order of magni

tude smaller, the three MIME -Types image/jpeg, image/gif and text/html ensued. 

The final picture, Figure 4.10, presents the third category of Table 4.12, the aver

age Bytes/Request. For a more meaningful graph, the type application/octet-stream was 

omitted. Its value is listed in Table 4.12 for reference, but appears to be somewhat ran

dom and would overly distort the figure. The pie labels signify the actual Bytes/Request 

value and not a percentage, of course. Interestingly enough, the values of all types ex

cept for audio/x-pn-realaudio-plugin are to a certain degree similar, ranging from 

4kBytes to 16kBytes. 
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Content-Type Requests Bytes Bytes / Re- Bytes / To-
quest tal_Bytes 

image/gif 1283 5022950 3915 4.812 

text/html 304 1664316 5475 1.595 

image/jpeg 397 6552625 16505 6.278 
audio/x-pn 11 176 16 0.000 
realaudio-plugin 

application/octet 8 91073218 11384152 87.254 
stream 

application/x 2 15809 7904 0.015 
javascript 

application/zip 1 16399 16399 0.016 

text/plain 5 26459 5292 0.025 

application/java-vm 1 4807 4807 0.005 
Total 2012 104376759 51877 100.000 

Table 4.12 Content-Types of HTTP Requests in mar 11 out 5 

application/octet- application/x- application/zip text/plain 
stream jalascript 0% 0% 

0% 0%
audio/x-pn-realaudio- application/java-gym 

plugin 0% 
1% 

image/jpeg
 
20%
 

text/html
 
15%
 

image/gif 
64% 

Figure 4.8 Shares of the different Content-Type Requests 
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Figure 4.9 Shares of the different Content-Type Byte Counts 
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Figure 4.10 Average Bytes/Request, without Type application/octet-stream 
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4.4 SUMMARY
 

This chapter presented the miscellaneous network measurements. Out of the 

myriad of statistics, the main results appear to be that 

UDP, due to the NFS, is the dominant protocol on the LAN, 

message sizes are either less than 200 Bytes or around the MTU, 

HTTP frames represent only 2% of all traffic, and 

image/gif, image/jpeg and text/html are the predominant HTTP Content-Types. 
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5 Conclusions and Future Work 

This study started out with the main goal of investigating the extent of traffic on 

the departmental network that can be classified as multimedia data, and how to possibly 

improve the network performance for this kind of traffic. In Chapter 4, the monitored 

results were presented in detail. This chapter now provides the conclusions that can be 

drawn from the results, along with possible future research topics. 

As for the characteristics of the unfiltered trace, our results correspond very well 

with the results found by [1096], who examined a LAN trace from 1992. The monitored 

LAN traffic still featured a bimodal characteristic, where most of the frames either have 

very small data sizes or data sizes near the MTU. The dominant protocol was undisput

edly UDP, transporting mostly NFS services. 

Further, it turned out that HTTP traffic constitutes only a very small fraction of 

the overall departmental LAN traffic. According to the Analyzer's seven-day average, 

this fraction amounts to only 1.85% of all frames. In the 43 min. 34 sec. trace maro9out4, 

merely 0.28% of all recorded frames were determined to be HTTP frames, carrying 

0.75% of all data bytes. Thus, it can be stated that the emergence of the WWW may not 

have brought about a significant change in the utilization of a typical academic or office 

LAN. 

In addition, the HTTP traffic still features the bimodal characteristics of the over

all traffic. As a consequence, speeding up multimedia network traffic implies speeding 

up all network traffic, and vice versa. As all related research indicates, e.g., [RAC97], 

the throughput increases with increased message sizes. Therefore, the fraction of mes
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sages that have large data sizes does not pose any greater problem. More important to 

deal with are the small-sized messages, specifically those with null data bytes. 

In order to decrease the number of HTTP-induced TCP messages, it is necessary 

that the improved HTTP/1.1 Proposed Standard is implemented. HTTP/1.1 will not be 

able, however, to alleviate the intrinsic problems of HTTP that are caused by the re

questreply paradigm. Each request or reply forces the opposite communication end

point to answer with a TCP ACK message. This ACK message does not contain any data 

because the protocol layering and the time to process the HTTP request or reply delay the 

generation of data. An elimination of such empty TCP control messages seems only fea

sible by collapsing the protocol layers of TCP and HTTP. 

Finally, it turned out that the variety of the Content-Types of HTTP messages is 

rather small. image/gif, image/jpeg and text/html are clearly predominant. This fact, together 

with the small share of HTTP LAN traffic, proves that the academic environment has lost 

its role as the driving force of the WWW. Responsibility for the rapid growth of the 

Web now belongs to the private and the business sectors. Therefore, improving the per

formance particularly on academic LANs is best achieved by concentrating the research 

on the further development of the transport and the network layer protocols. This next 

generation of the Internet must not only provide an optimum efficiency, but qualitatively 

different services than the current Internet. The necessary services include the guarantee 

of quality-of-service (QoS) attributes. Specifically, the guarantee of the minimum 

bandwidth, the maximum latency, and an upper limit on packet loss is highly desirable. 

Other important aspects are to improved the data and network security as well as pro

viding a better network scalability. 
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